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learn how to price contractor jobs factors to include in your estimate and average contractor rates find out how to use stick or unit price estimating methods and
manage risk and subcontractors average general contractor cost general contractors charge a 10 to 20 fee percentage of construction costs for large projects
and a fixed daily or hourly rate for small jobs contractor hourly rates are 50 to 150 per hour on average general contractor pricing depends on the labor and
material costs project size and location get up to date cost guide estimators for over 1000 remodeling and improvement jobs unlike websites reporting aggregate
historical prices that lack specific job details and accuracy homewyse cost estimates are based on the unique requirements of your job based on your job size your
job options and your location as a general contractor knowing what to charge can be difficult but there are a few pricing models you can use to figure out the best
rate discover how to come up with a fair price to keep your business thriving year round fully updated for 2024 the 2024 contractor s pricing guide saves you time
by giving you a simplified estimating method including mark ups clear easy to understand descriptions and quick cost information the national average cost to hire a
general contractor is 1 500 on average customers pay between 800 2 212 for general contracting services but depending on the project the price can vary greatly
small jobs may cost as little as 50 while big jobs may cost tens of thousands of dollars
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general contractor pricing guide how much do they charge May 27 2024 learn how to price contractor jobs factors to include in your estimate and average
contractor rates find out how to use stick or unit price estimating methods and manage risk and subcontractors
2024 general contractor charges hourly rates fee percentage Apr 26 2024 average general contractor cost general contractors charge a 10 to 20 fee
percentage of construction costs for large projects and a fixed daily or hourly rate for small jobs contractor hourly rates are 50 to 150 per hour on average
general contractor pricing depends on the labor and material costs project size and location
remodeling repair and installation cost calculators homewyse Mar 25 2024 get up to date cost guide estimators for over 1000 remodeling and improvement jobs
unlike websites reporting aggregate historical prices that lack specific job details and accuracy homewyse cost estimates are based on the unique requirements of
your job based on your job size your job options and your location
the ultimate general contractor pricing guide angi Feb 24 2024 as a general contractor knowing what to charge can be difficult but there are a few pricing models
you can use to figure out the best rate discover how to come up with a fair price to keep your business thriving year round
2024 contractor s pricing guide residential repair rsmeans Jan 23 2024 fully updated for 2024 the 2024 contractor s pricing guide saves you time by giving you a
simplified estimating method including mark ups clear easy to understand descriptions and quick cost information
how much do general contractors charge thumbtack Dec 22 2023 the national average cost to hire a general contractor is 1 500 on average customers pay
between 800 2 212 for general contracting services but depending on the project the price can vary greatly small jobs may cost as little as 50 while big jobs may
cost tens of thousands of dollars
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